Smarter Banking

Customer experience
walking tour: Observe,
explore, imagine

The tour
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Orientation
What is a customer experience walking
tour? It’s a chance for you to step out of
your office and everyday work life—for
you to observe, generate new ideas and
experience retailing and banking as your
customers do. You will see some of the
most imaginative and innovative brands
and how they use marketing and
merchandising to create a powerful
customer experience. This is the world
your customers are experiencing—and
how their expectations of your bank are
being formed.
As you visit each stop on the tour,
take off your banker’s glasses, put on
your customer shoes and experience.
What do you see and feel? What appeals
to you? What doesn’t? No design is right
or wrong. Stretch your imagination. Think
about what could fit your environment
and your brand.

What makes a great brand?

Outside, take a good look at the
business:
•
•

Does the signage get your attention?
Is there a “hook” to draw you in?

Inside, note how you feel as a
prospective customer:
•

•
•

•

How do the physical layout and staff help
create the experience?
Are you welcomed and at ease?
Observe customers. Can they easily get
what they’re looking for?
Do they seem to be rushed or patronized?

This is the world
your customers are
experiencing—and
how their expectations
of your bank are
being formed.

When you leave the site, share your
observations and feelings:
•
•

•

•

What’s working or not working?
How successful are the merchandising
activities?
How was the brand portrayed? Was
the messaging consistent?
Most important, what might work in
your branches?

Rules of etiquette: Remember these
are places of business. Be discreet in
your discussions. Photographs are not
allowed in the banks. Review the key
points before entering and critique
outside. However, do not hesitate to
interact with the store or bank staff. Act
like a customer. Ask questions. Use the
ATMs. Most of all, enjoy your journey.
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What
makes for
a great
brand?

A great brand makes deliberate choices
in four key areas:
1. An enduring idea
2. What differentiates them
3. How they are primarily experienced
4. Who they serve

IBM Banking Solutions
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What makes a great brand?
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Based on an
Innocence
enduring idea		

Happiness
in a bottle

Differentiated
Storytelling
Iconic product
by			
Experienced
with

Theme park
and movies

Social
interactions

The child
Optimists
in all of us		
			
Serves
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Exhilaration

Progress

German
engineering

IBM Values

Performance
vehicles

The 			
IBMer

The
adventuresome
driver

The forward
thinker
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What makes your firm a great brand?
Your logo

Based on an enduring idea
		
Differentiated by
		
Experienced through

Serves

What makes a great brand?
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Notes

Smart banks are focused on delivering a branded
experience and building a customer-focused enterprise.*

IBM Banking Solutions
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The consumer voice has never been stronger; 63% of
adults research with social networks and blogs, and
47% of the time they are influenced by what they read.

What makes a great brand?
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Notes

Forward thinking companies from banks to coffee
companies to computer makers are using the power of
the customer to design stores, products and services.
IBM Banking Solutions
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The tour
Let’s experience some
innovative brands.

The tour
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Apple Store
At its core, the Apple brand is far more
than its stylish design and technology.
It’s Steve Jobs’s ethos. And it’s a
contrarian philosophy and an unconventional identity that its users cling to. Apple
is one of the few brands that fosters a
binding sense of community. The Mac
community believes they have a common atypical way of thinking and doing
things. A few brand enthusiasts so
powerfully identify with Apple’s culture
that they tattooed the logo onto their
body. Apple certainly has its share of
advocates. In the first 28 days on the
market, early adopters who simply had
to have the new technology, snatched
up a million iPads, twice the pace of
the first iPhone.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Innovation
The Apple Store on Fifth Avenue has become a destination spot in New York City. Stand
and look at the glass cube before you enter the subterranean store itself. What does it
say about the Apple brand and product line? Are you drawn in? Steve Jobs actually holds
a patent for the glass staircase that is in every multi-level store.

Observe
•

•
•

•

•

•

A “less is more” store design with open
spaces, uniformity and simple furniture
Vibrant images on the walls
Phones, iPods, iPads and computers
displayed openly, inviting you to learn
about them and test-drive them—
merchandising by interest and interactivity
Abundant staff members to answer
questions and point you in the right
direction
Customer service representatives ring up
sales on the spot with handheld devices
The “Genius Bar”—a place to go for
personalized advice, training and handson technical support

The tour

Ask yourself
•

•

•

•

•

What does the look of your branches
say about your brand?
Do customers have to search your
branches to find help?
How are you creating a sense of
community with your customers?
Would the idea of eliminating teller lines
and providing on-the-spot transactions
work in your bank?
How could you educate your
customers—helping to alleviate
complexity and anxiety with regard to
financial issues?

Customer Service
The Apple Store Fifth Avenue features
a combined 45-foot Genius Bar, iPod
Bar and The Studio where customers
can get face-to-face support and free
advice and work on creative projects at
any hour of the day or night. The Bar
was designed not to sell products but
to mimic the concierge service found
at a high-end hotel.
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NikeTown
Long a dominant brand in sports apparel with an enduring wholesale model, Nike
has invested in a growing retail presence using its NikeTown locations. Here customers
can browse through shoes and athletic wear in a variety of environments designed to
appeal to the athlete in all of us, no matter our ability. We can identify
with its bigger than life advertising.
At the entrance, Town Square uses videos and a physical display for the current
promotions. Changing approximately every six weeks, these encourage customers to
return often. All departments come to learn where their individual areas fit into the
campaign. Nike employs full-time product trainers in the stores, offering employees
ongoing training on new products and new sales techniques.
Service reps never leave their customers. Shoe selections are entered into the
computer and products are delivered with “Shoe Tubes,” while reps stay with their
customers. This facilitates the cross-selling of related products.

A move beyond corporate
responsibility into sustainable
business and innovation

“ Our vision is clear: to help NIKE,
Inc. and our consumers thrive in
a sustainable economy where people,
profit and planet are in balance. To
get there, we’re integrating sustainability principles and practices into
everything we do: design; developing
sustainable materials; rethinking
processes; advocating for change
in industry.”
Nike Web site

IBM Banking Solutions
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Observe
•

•

•

Products are displayed in a variety of
contextual “zones,” each devoted to a
specific sport, making it easier for
customers to find what they need.
Heavy use of images and videos feature
sports greats—creating an emotional
connection between customers and their
favorite sports heroes through the
common thread of Nike products.
In NIKEiD STUDIO on the 5th floor,
customers can work one-on-one with a
consultant to design a unique pair of Nike
shoes—selecting style, materials, color
and even their own slogan or message.

The tour

Ask yourself
•

•

•

•

How often does your branch
display change?
Can you customize your products
or pricing?
How does your staff learn about
the current campaigns?
What emotional connections are
you creating with your customers?

Innovation
Nike+
Through an innovative partnership
with Apple, Nike has “forever
changed the way people run” and
created the world’s largest running
club. With Nike+, a wireless chip
imbedded in your Nike running shoes
communicates with an iPod Nano to
provide you with instant performance
information and feedback along with
motivational music. Users can also
log on to nikeplus.com, upload and
track their running progress and
share their running experiences with
other runners, athletes and coaches
around the world.
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Bending waiting time
“ The bank changed the music, wafted in a serene,
relaxing fragrance–and customers’ perceived
waiting time was consequently cut in half.”

50%

reduction
in perceived
wait time

Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense

“ The first person in line doesn’t need much diversion–
he or she is in the on-deck circle. Merchandising
materials, signage, shoppable racks should be
positioned for the second person in line and back.”
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy: Revised

IBM Banking Solutions
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Merchandising
“ The brochure rack was hung on the wall to the left of the entrance, so
you’d pass it on the way in. No one touched it.
You enter the bank because you have an important task to perform.
Until you perform that task you’re not interested in reading or hearing
anything else.
They moved the rack so customers would pass it as they exited...with no
other change, the number of brochures taken increased dramatically.”
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy: Revised

The tour
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Chase

Chase provides convenient consumer banking with one of the nation’s largest branch
and ATM networks. In 2006, Chase expanded their leadership position in the highly
attractive New York metropolitan area by acquiring The Bank of New York’s consumer
banking business. In 2008, they acquired Washington IMPORTANT
Mutual. Over the past
several
INFORMATION
REGARDING CHASE’S MORTGAGE LO
years, Chase’s refurbished branches have brightened their blue logo, making it stand
“ Chase’s creative approach—crowd
out in an urban environment.
This document states some basic terms of the loan products available from Chase, a

sourcing for charity—puts the power
documents
you’ll
be
asked
to
sign
at
closing.
Please
readgiving
all documents
provided to y
In November 2009, Chase stepped into social networking by partnering with Facebook
of corporate
directly in the
won’t
be
contained
here.
Be
sure
to
understand
all
terms
of
your
loan,
including
any fe
to launch an innovative program called Chase Community Giving: You Decide What
hands ofyour
Facebook
users.
Thanks
to as a law
any
professional
help
you
need
to
fully
understand
loan
terms,
such
Matters. Chase is enlisting Facebook users, now totaling more than 300 million, to vote
the Chase
Giving about the t
translator,
Englishtotaling
is not$5your
primary language.
If you Community
have any questions
for which small and local nonprofits
will receiveifdonations
million.
your loan officer. Three days after your loan application
is received,
we will will
send you a
program, millions
of Americans
“Every year, our company donates more than $100 million to nonprofit organizations in
costs, and if your loan is being used to purchase
the
land,
an
initial
“Truth
be able to join together to have an in Lend
local communities, nationally and abroad, and our employees dedicate countless hours
specifically spell out the costs associated with the specific loan you have chosen. THI
unprecedented philanthropic impact
of their own time to helping those in need,” said Jamie Dimon, Chairman and CEO of
ONLY,
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A COMMITMENT TO MAKE A LOAN.
JPMorgan Chase & Co. “The grassroots nature of Facebook will allow us to hear
on communities across the nation.”
directly which local charities matter most to our communities, hopefully creating an
even bigger impact.”

Sheryl Sandberg,

Side-By-Side Comparison
COO of FacebookOf Chase Loan Products:

KEY:

IBM Banking Solutions

Fixed = Fixed Rate Loan
ARM = Adjustable Rate Loan
I/O = Interest Only
Can my monthly principal & interest payment go up over time?
Can my interest rate go up over time?
Can my loan balance go up, even if I make all payments in full and on time?
Will any scheduled payment exceed the normal monthly payment?
Will my normal payment cover only interest at any point during the loan?

Fixe
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NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

Observe
•

•

•

The “lit up” Chase logo: While their logo
hasn’t changed, they have been lighting
it up. The circle is now back-lit with
bright blue so the bank stands out and is
visible in a gray urban environment. A
similar border surrounds the ATMs and
plasma screens.
The staff, dressed in black and Chase
blue uniforms.
Digital displays behind the tellers.

Ask yourself
•

•

•

•

In an environment where there seem
to be branches everywhere, how well
would your logo stand out?
Are uniforms a plus or minus in a
retail bank?
What partnerships do you have to
expand your footprint?
What is your social media strategy?

Innovation
Partnership for convenience
and trust
Together with Duane Reade drugstores, Chase provides customers
surcharge-free ATM access at 246
Duane Reade stores in the New York
area. This offers convenience and
trust as people feel more confident
using Chase-branded ATMs than
independent machines.

Over the past several
years, Chase’s refurbished
branches have brightened
their blue logo, making it
stand out in an urban
environment.
The tour
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Sensory branding
“ Branding has always been about establishing emotional ties between the brand and the consumer. As
in any relationship, emotions are based on data we
gather from our five senses.”
Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense

“ If the identity of your brand is not well defined,
you may have visibility but no personality.”
Marc Gobe, Emotional Branding

IBM Banking Solutions
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Sensory experiences
“ We experience practically our entire 		
understanding of the world via our senses.
They’re linked to memory. They tap into our
emotions, past and present.”
“ As smell is connected to memory, sound is
connected to mood. Sound in fact creates mood.”

Ideas for banks
What fragrances could you bring into the
branch…perhaps fresh mowed grass or
baked cookies in your mortgage
department?
What music could represent your
corporate identity or be used to calm
waiting customers?

Martin Lindstrom, Brand Sense

The tour
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Sensory strategy
“ Brands will have to incorporate a brand ‘platform’
(associations a consumer makes with a product or
company) that fully unites the five senses.”
“ It is estimated that 40 percent of the world’s Fortune
500 brands will include a sensory branding strategy
in their marketing plan by the end of the decade.”
“ Customer loyalty is unstable. Sensory branding may
be the banks’ only route back to a human-centered
environment.”

40%

of Fortune 500 brands
are expected to include a
sensory branding strategy
in their marketing plan
by the end of the decade.

Marc Gobe, Emotional Branding

IBM Banking Solutions
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Retailing zones
“ Every store is a collection of zones. You’ve got to
map them out before you can place a single sign.
What will shoppers be doing here? How about
here? Where will their eyes be focused when they
stand here?”
“ Each zone is right for one kind of message and
wrong for all others.”
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy: Revised

The tour
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The Container Store
The Container Store strives for an “Air of Excitement” as customers walk through
the door and are greeted with the employees’ smiling faces and genuine concern for
customers’ needs. It’s also the bright, visual, innovative and conversation-provoking
products sitting on clean, well-organized shelves. Their stated mission is to astonish
the customer.
Ask for a shoe rack and you might be questioned about how many shoes do you have
and how your closet is currently organized (or unorganized). The goal of the Container
Store is to have every customer’s closet or pantry so perfectly organized that she (most
customers are women) wants to do a dance when she walks into it. They prefer to sell
organizing solutions not a single product.
Employees are considered the #1 stakeholder in the company. In turn, employees take
better care of customers which ultimately benefits all shareholders. A recent Valentine’s
Day was a surprise first “National We Love Our Employees Day”—a special moment to
give everyone a big hug letting them know how much each and every employee
contributes to the company.
Container Store’s website is more than just sales. There is a public section called What
We Stand For: Organization with Heart to show employees and customers what’s behind
The Container Store. CEO Kip Tindell has a regularly updated message. Other sections

IBM Banking Solutions

The Container Store strives
for an “Air of Excitement”
as customers walk through
the door. Their stated
mission is to astonish the
customer.
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Innovation
are about the company story, commitment to employees, community (10% sales from
new store opening goes to a local charity), vendor partnerships and environment and
their trademarked Foundation Principles. These are very basic and fundamental values
and business philosophies that guide decision making, keeping the company on track
and focused.

Observe
•

•

•

•

The organized product shelves. The
brightly lit store.
Innovative storage products and systems
especially for small living spaces.
Employee interaction with customers—
ask them a question about a product.
Hand held scanners for those who prefer
self service. Products are delivered to the
check out register.

The tour

Ask yourself
•

•
•

•

What is your planned experience
for customers as they walk through
the doors of your branch?
What story does your website tell?
How often do your executives
update their website message? Do
they have one?
Where would you want to be an
employee-for-a-day to learn about
customer experience?

Trading places
In an experiment by Fortune Magazine,
two CEOs from their Best Companies
list traded places for a day—Kip Tindell
and Maxine Clark of Build a Bear.
Each learned the other’s product line,
way of selling and rewarding employees. Calling it a hardware store for
women, Maxine learned about the
primary goal of every employee—to
bring joy to their customers by helping
them get their lives organized. She
was impressed with the communications with employees, both formal
and informal, like putting sticky notes
on an employee locker when a job
was well done and communicating
with customers using Facebook.
For the full January 21, 2010 article
see www.fortune.com—search for
“CEO Swap”.
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GOOD FOR ONE
FREE BEVERAGE OF CHOICE

ING DIRECT Café

One coupon per customer.

ING Cafés are not branches but Internet-enabled cafés that offer a café menu. It’s a
way to “experience” ING and get more comfortable with its self-service approach. You
can have a cup of coffee, surf the Internet for free, attend seminars and talk to the
servers about saving money. According to ING DIRECT’s CEO of Savings, Arkadi
Kuhlmann, “Cafés are a relaxing place where people can pick up some ideas on real
choices. There’s no hard sell or teller lines, just really good coffee and great deals.”

We believe saving money should be as
simple as having a cup of coffee.

Drop by one of our Cafés to experience it for yourself. Come in,
If you want to open an account, ING representatives, who also serve as baristas, are
sip
a latte, surf the Internet for free and talk to our Associates
available to start Orange savings accounts, certificates of deposit, mortgages, business
.
about
all investment
the ways accounts.
we can help
you Save
your ismoney
loans and
The average
customer
both a®banking
customer and
a frequent drop-in for a good cup of coffee, discounted for account holders.

us_mac_colours_RGB.ai

RGB
255/102/0
RGB
0/0/102

Free
Financial
• forFree
Internet
Access
• Space for Special Events & Meetings
ING DIRECT’s
motto isSeminars
they are the Bank
Savers.
They encourage
customers
to join the Savers’ Community to “get in on the conversation and let your voice be
heard” as part of the ING DIRECT social circuit. Savers can get savings tips from ING
and each other with Twitter, iGoogle, Facebook,
YouTube and We the SaversLos
virtual
Chicago
Honolulu
Angeles
town
hall
that
guides
them
on
the
road
to
financial
independence.
There’s
even
a
21 East Chestnut Street
1958 Kalakaua Avenue
11175 Santa Monica
Savers’ Marketplace with a discounted
product of the month that keeps customers
312-981-1236
808-955-1435
310-445-0429
coming back.

Blvd.

Philadelphia

St. Cloud

Wilmington

17th & Walnut Streets
215-731-1410

30 7th Avenue South
320-534-4640

802 Delaware Avenue
302-255-3750

IBM Banking Solutions

New York City
East 58th and 3rd Avenue
212-752-8432
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Observe
•
•

•
•

The upbeat, bright orange interior.
An ATM that takes deposits but doesn’t
issue cash.
Conference areas for seminars.
ING logo’d merchandise

Ask yourself
•

•

•

The tour

Does their mission statement—
“saving money should be as simple
as having a cup of coffee”—work?
What types of seminars could you
hold to attract customers to your
branch?
How do you make customers feel
like they are part of your community?

Innovation
Coffee cafes
ING is making banking and investing comfortable. The barristas
serving your latte are certified banking
specialists and can talk to you
about how ING can help you save
your money. Cafes are located in
NY, Chicago, Philadelphia, LA,
Wilmington, St. Cloud and Honolulu.
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The twilight zone
“ The windows, doorways and landing strip (decompression or transition from outside) are the start
of the consumer’s experience. Keep from trying to
accomplish anything important there, and take
steps to keep the zone as small as possible.
What can you do there? You can greet customers–
not necessarily to steer them anywhere but to
say hello, remind them where they are, start
the seduction.”
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy: Revised

IBM Banking Solutions
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Bending waiting time
“ The time a shopper spends waiting after an
employee has initiated contact actually goes faster
than time spent before that interaction takes
place. It relieves time anxiety, especially if it
comes early in the wait.”
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy: Revised

The tour
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Bank of America
Bank of America’s brand positioning from their website: “Bank of Opportunity” is
emblematic of Bank of America’s goal throughout its history—to create opportunities
for people. Opportunities for individuals to buy a home, attend college and retire
with security. Opportunities for businesses—small and large—to grow and prosper.
Opportunities to build stronger communities in which to live, work and play. Bank of
America…is the “Bank of Opportunity.”
Bank of America provides lobby management training to their branch managers,
focusing on greeting and engaging every customer with help finding a service or an
answer to a question. The greeter does not sit behind a service desk but is actively
on the floor.
To help it stand out against the gray buildings prevalent in an urban environment,
Bank of America changed their traditional logo background from gray to red. The
logo signage is often a continuous backlit banner at ceiling height, making it quite
visible from the exterior of the building. The gray logo background is still used in
suburban settings.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Observe
•

•

•

•

•

Eye-catching bright, back-lit red interior
(rather than exterior) logo banners.
The floor manager who greets customers
and walks the teller line to help with
simple needs—high-touch, not high-tech
“line busting.”
Branch design that includes a sitting and
conference area. (Customer feedback
wanted private discussion space as well.)
Onstage area where staff are customer
focused, and an offstage personal area.
Positive and upbeat employees. (The
bank hires “mystery shoppers” to
visit branches and evaluate customer
service, including employees’ attitudes
and behavior.)

The tour

Ask yourself
•

•

•

•

How does your logo fit in an urban
environment? Are there adjustments
needed to make it stand out better?
Has your bank tried using “mystery
shoppers” to evaluate the customer
experience? Has it helped you make
positive changes?
Do you have sales training for customercontact employees?
What innovative savings initiatives
have you tried?

Innovation
Keep the change
This innovative program encourages
customers to “save while you spend,”
creating an automatic savings program linked to the use of a debit
card. Every time a customer makes
a purchase with a Bank of America
Visa debit card, the bank rounds up
the purchase to the nearest dollar
and transfers the difference from the
customer’s checking to savings
account. For the first three months,
Bank of America matches Keep
the Change savings at 100%. After
that, they continue matching at 5%
each year.
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TD Bank

2.
3.
4.
5.

Total sales amount including sales tax and shipping and handling charges
Summary of items ordered and stock status with expected shipping and delivery date
Any applicable return/cancellation policy including any restocking fee if merchandise is
Customer service contact information (toll-free telephone number and email address) to p
customer service rather than submitting an inquiry to the issuing bank.

In 2008, The Toronto-Dominion Bank (“TD Bank”) acquired Commerce Bancorp, Inc.
(“Commerce”). The name retains the green TD shield as a recognized sign of strength in
financial services, along with Commerce’s unique positioning as “America’s Most Convenient Bank.” It’s clear that TD is continuing the focus that Commerce had built when
they redefined the retail banking experience with a culture built on customer-focused
innovation, service and convenience rather than interest rates to attract customers.
Role models are not Chase or Citi but Starbucks and JetBlue. They don’t have branches;
they have stores. They are open seven days a week–not your regular banker’s hours.
TD Bank’s business model is committed to delivering a unique banking experience that’s
smart and easy. They are dedicated to exceeding expectations to surprise and delight
their customers and turn every encounter to a WOW! experience.
Make a Difference Together: the core of TD Bank’s corporate citizen philosophy is making
a meaningful and positive contribution in the communities in their marketplace. The bank
recently joined up with the Delaware State Treasurer to provide financial education to
classrooms throughout the state to give K-12 students the tools they need to make smart
financial decisions.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Observe
•
•

•

•

Ask yourself

Music playing.
Huge historic mural of the local
community or street.
Penny Arcade—game-style coin
counters for grown-ups and kids—free to
customers and non-customers.
Free pens, friendly greeters, dog biscuits
and water—all meant to catch the
attention of customers and increase
awareness. (What’s with the free pens?
Free pens = free advertising. People all
over NYC sign their restaurant bills with a
free TD pen. Someone even started an
entire blog just about the free pens.)

The tour

•

•

•

•

•

What music would be associated with
your bank brand?
Does TD impress you as “America’s most
convenient bank?”
How do your branches stack up against
TD for convenience?
Do you think giveaways are important
in banking?
Are you open when your customers want
to do their banking?

Innovation
Financial education
The online WOW! Zone provides
helpful financial education for kids,
parents and educators with education
plans and modules. The “Teens” TD
Bank WOW! Zone provides a virtual
stock market game. “Young Investors”
each get $100,000 of virtual money to
buy and sell stock and learn the ups
and downs of trading and investing.

The TD Bank Virtual Stock Market Game
Is a free online game designed to raise financial literacy
among elementary, middle and high school students.
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Citibank
In recent years Citibank has focused on connecting their businesses, bringing together
the power of one Citi, integrating products and services to better serve their clients.
This is further emphasized by creative use of the umbrella part of the logo. They have
widened their reach through partnerships and by directly targeting marketing segments
with services like Women & Co.
Citibank has restyled their branch interiors with a more clean, colorful and open feeling.
Glass partitions in the advisory area have frosted horizontal strips that provide a level of
privacy while keeping the open look. They make full use of lifestyle signage with
banners depicting people relaxed and enjoying life.
Promotions include ways to help customers be more fiscally responsible with their
credit cards. The Citi Forward credit card, for example, rewards good behavior: By
staying under their credit limit and paying on time for three consecutive billing periods,
the purchase APR is reduced by .25% up to eight times.
Citibank has been promoting mobile banking with campaigns for “Citi Mobile—Goes
where you are. Bank anytime, anywhere.” At one time, in the branches, they had a
mobile phone in a glass showcase, calling it the smallest branch in the world.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Observe
•
•

•

•

Large floor-to-ceiling lifestyle banners.
Round tables where advisors sit next to
customers.
Digital signage next to the teller lines—
is it entertainment or product marketing
or both?
Customer survey kiosk—Citibank
delivers feedback directly to the branch
the next day.

Ask yourself
•

•

•

•

•

•

The tour

What do the banners say about the
Citibank brand?
What does your signage say about
your brand?
Besides digital screens, what other
solutions might relieve the boredom
of waiting?
How do your customers bank where
and when they want?
What does side-by-side seating at
a round table say about the bankerclient relationship?
How do you collect customer feedback?

Innovation
Women & Co.
Where wisdom, wealth and
women meet.
Women & Co. is a membership
program that provides access to a
powerful network of financially minded
women, resources and education.
It was created for women who want
objective information and access to
current financial thinking.
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Customer partnership
“ The closing rate of loans goes up, and the time
required to close them goes down when the banker
and the customer sit next to each other…so banker
and customer go through the process together, as a
team, rather than as adversaries.”

closing
rate

time to
close

Paco Underhill, Why We Buy

IBM Banking Solutions
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Serving young shoppers
“ Teens pre-shop with their friends, gaining approval of peers. They return
with Mom or Dad, the wallet bearer. Suggestion to bankers: “How about
inaugurating direct deposit of allowance, accessible by ATM/debit cards?”
“ Credit Agricole in France is building a branch just for Gen Y. It won’t
look like a bank or sound like one; the design, graphics, hours, staffing,
music will all reflect its Gen Y target. It’ll hold on-site seminars on how
to rent a first apartment, how to finance a motorcycle.”
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy: Revised

The tour
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Build-A-Bear Workshop
The Build-A-Bear Workshop is all about customer experience. It’s not a store: it’s a
workshop—a place where you create your own personal bear rather than buy a
pre-made bear off the shelf. Customization is key—“Choose me, hear me, stuff me,
stitch me, fluff me, name me, dress me and take me home.” Guests (not customers)
end up with just the bear they want, not the bear someone thinks they want. What’s
more important, guests leave with a lasting memory of the experience.
Maxine Clark, the chairman and chief executive bear, “identifies her chain as a
destination retail-entertainment experience.” In fact, according to NYSE Magazine,
Clark views her competition as “other family entertainment activities rather than
toy companies.”
Build-A-Bear is selling an emotional experience as much as a physical product. The
passion to provide that experience is real—and is built into a very sales-oriented
culture where each employee is motivated to Strive for Five—attempt to sell each
customer five items. They will say “Let me show you an outfit.” rather than the more
passive “Would you like to see some outfits?”

IBM Banking Solutions
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Innovation
Listed as one of Fortune magazine’s 2010 Best Companies to Work For, Build-A-Bear
takes care of their employees, believing that a great experience in the store starts with a
great experience as a company. It’s a fun work environment. Employees are recognized
regularly, receive ongoing training and support, and can even bring dogs to work at
Bearquarters. They “bear-ize” titles. One very important one is the First Impression Bear
who focuses on providing a fun and memorable initial retail experience.

Observe
•

•

•

•

Extremely enthusiastic staff—wonderfully friendly, upbeat and personable.
A greeter who helps direct you to what
you are looking for.
Downstairs—where they have birthday
parties for a group experience.
It’s more than just the bears. Notice
the seemingly endless array of outfits
and accessories to choose from;
coming back to outfit your bear is an
ongoing activity.

The tour

Ask yourself
•

•

•

•

What will young customers who enjoy
this approach today expect from
banking tomorrow?
Is your staff on board with the
experience you want to create? Do they
realize how critical they are to creating a
positive customer experience?
How do your online experience and
branch experience complement each
other?
How do your customers bank where
and when they want?

Buildabearville
Buildabearville.com is a safe, online
place where bear owners and their
“furry friends” come together to play
and chat, go on adventures, play
games and make new friends. At
Buildabearville, “guests” create their
own unique character, decorate their
own Cub Condo home and earn Bear
Bills, the buildabearville.com currency.
According to Maxine Clark, “Buildabearville.com was carefully created
so that it reflects the core values of
Build-A-Bear Workshop. [It] is a great
way for guests to continue to enhance
their relationships with their furry
friends and with our brand…and allows
children to have fun as they grow their
friendships and learn about being an
active participant in the community.”
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Tour
wrap up

In addition to exercising your feet, you
have exercised your marketing and
merchandising imagination on this tour.
The numerous ideas and practices visible
on your walk in Manhattan show the
diversity of strategy and attention to
physical channels.

What works and,
perhaps, doesn’t work?

We have observed many features of
design, staffing, service, training and
marketing—all worthy of consideration for
channel strategies. While this tour was a
physical observation, the concepts may
apply to virtual channels and urban,
suburban and rural branches and stores.

What is at least one
idea you would like to
implement?

What was most
impressive? Least
impressive?

Take a few moments to reflect on your
experiences and discuss them with your
colleagues. Think of what’s best for your
customer experience strategy.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Tour map

1. Apple
767 Fifth Avenue at 59th Street

Use this map to plot
out a route.
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(starting location)

2. Bank of America
345 Park Avenue at 52nd Street
900 Third Avenue at 54th Street
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3. Build-A-Bear Workshop
565 Fifth Avenue at 46th Street
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4. Chase
610 Madison Avenue at 59th Street
410 Park Avenue at 55th Street
919 Third Avenue at 56th Street
589 Fifth Avenue at 48th Street
5. Citibank
399 Park Avenue at 54th Street (flagship branch)
974 Third Avenue at 58th Street
6. The Container Store
725 Lexington Avenue at 58th Street
7. ING DIRECT Café
968 Third Avenue at 58th Street
8. NikeTown
6 E. 57th Street at Fifth Avenue
9. TD Bank
317 Madison Avenue at 42nd Street
1350 Avenue of the Americas at 55th Street
880 Third Avenue at 53rd Street

St.
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Notes

Customers believe that banks offer products and services
that are not aligned with the customers’ best interests.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Be “customer smart and channel wise”; gain insight into
which customers create value, and which channels
to bolster and reconfigure to more effectively optimize
revenues and costs.
The tour
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Notes

“Norms” become increasingly rare; companies must
delve deeper to understand the needs and purchasing
drivers of customer micro-segments.
IBM Banking Solutions
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IBM banking
front office
solutions

IBM banking front office solutions
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Building smarter financial institutions
There are dramatic forces of change
occurring for financial institutions that
require new approaches to create value.
Smart financial institutions are developing
new intelligence—enterprise wide
capabilities to enable informed judgment,
client- centricity and profitable growth.

A smart financial institution must
constantly absorb, measure and model
large volumes of data from a wide
array of sources. It must also apply this
data quickly to ensure a streamlined,
customer-centric experience delivered by
an ever-evolving and increasingly
interconnected set of channels.

A smart financial
institution must
constantly absorb,
measure and model
large volumes of data
from a wide array
of sources.

To capitalize on the vast quantities of
information continuously generated in
today’s marketplace and beyond, smart
financial institutions are turning to a new
business intelligence approach that
can make sense—and use—of data in
any format, in any volume, in real time.

IBM Banking Solutions
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Banking front office solutions
Who are your customers? What are
their expectations? Today’s smarter
customer is hard to win and even harder
to keep. As consumers seek products
and services that fit their preferences
and their mode of interaction, they also
expect greater levels of personalization—
of both the product and the experience
they receive.

to transform their distribution channels,
grow revenue and improve customer
service and employee productivity.
IBM banking front office solutions fall
into two categories:
•
•

Customer insight
Sales and service

IBM banking front office solutions are
designed to help banks build a customer
focused enterprise and deliver a clientcentric customer experience across all
banking channels—while creating new
intelligence and balancing the cost of
information. The solutions enable banks

IBM banking front office solutions
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Customer insight banking solutions
A recent IBM survey revealed that
42 percent of the largest national banks’
customers harbor negative feelings
about their banks. Additionally, they have
higher service-level expectations, want
increasingly personalized products and
desire transparency. Banks are finding
they need to more actively manage their
brands to establish a unique value
proposition. We can help banks focus
on the customer experience as a differentiator and drive profitable revenue
growth in the hyper-competitive financial
services industry.

Our customer insight banking
solutions can help:
•

•

•

IBM Banking Solutions

Sales and service productivity—create
a service to sales culture, increasing
sales effectiveness with improved
processes and access to better tools,
skills and information for relevant and
skillful real-time guidance to cross-selling
and up-selling.
Marketing and analytics—leverage
accurate cross-enterprise customer
information and insight using
sophisticated analytics to best match
products and services with customer
needs, providing more effective and
customized offers, pricing and channels.
Customer experience and customer
relationship management (CRM)
strategy design—provide a more
compelling experience at all touch points,
whether branch, self-service kiosk, Web
or contact center.

•

•

Customer data integration—eliminate
data silos and provide current, accurate
and complete customer data to all
systems and channels. Perform complex
analysis of customers’ product, service
and channel choices with automated
modeling and guided what-if analysis.
Provide predictive analytics capabilities
enabling a deep understanding of the
propensity of behavior by segment in order
to design campaigns that target the right
customers at the right time and through
the right channel.
Retail branch performance—identify,
report and analyze through dashboards
and scorecards branch performance and
how individual customers and customer
segments are performing across key
measures such as profitability, customer
lifetime value, risk, propensity to buy
targeted products and services.
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Sales and service banking solutions
Customers have more ways than ever
to interact with banks. Whether face-toface or by Web, ATM or call center, they
expect a consistent experience across
all channels. But complex, redundant
systems are difficult to operate and
expensive to maintain, inhibiting the
service delivery needed to win and retain
customers. We can help you resolve
service challenges by automating and
transforming processes to provide
efficient and appropriate services. IBM
offers an integrated portfolio of solutions
for seamlessly integrating bank data,
channels and processes.

Our sales and service banking
solutions can help:
•

•

•

•

IBM banking front office solutions

Channel integration. Integrate data,
channels and processes seamlessly
to enable a consistent personalized
multi-channel experience and greater
operational efficiency.
Channel optimization. Optimize
channel delivery so customers can interact
consistently and cost effectively with your
bank whenever, wherever and however
they choose—by branch, internet, call
center, kiosk, ATM and mobile.
Process optimization. Streamline
and optimize processes like account
opening and lending to reduce redundancy, improve flexibility and enable the
flow of real-time information to virtually
all touch points.
Collaboration and communications.

Empower your staff to be as productive
and responsive as possible, share
information, connect and collaborate
with experts, make decisions faster, give
customers a voice and include them in
your business processes.
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Why IBM?
IBM has been a trusted partner in the
banking industry for many decades. With
thousands of dedicated banking professionals with deep industry expertise,
a large banking consulting practice
and an extensive IBM Business Partner
network, we have served the needs of
all the major banks.

Our focused approach
allows us to knit together
the very best solutions
designed for your most
pressing business needs.

IBM Banking Solutions

We continually invest in assets and
solutions, including research, frameworks,
roadmaps, thought leadership papers and
tailored technologies that directly address
banking issues. To ensure that the solution
assets meet real industry needs and are
efficiently delivered, our financial services
solution portfolio has been developed and
refined in engagements with clients of all
sizes around the world. It is enabled by our
Banking Industry Framework, which
includes proven industry assets such as
roadmaps and accelerators that speed
implementation while minimizing project
risk. Our focused approach allows us to knit
together the very best solutions designed
for your most pressing business needs.

For more information
If you need assistance, IBM has
hundreds of banking professionals with a
lifetime of banking experience. To tap into
this wealth of knowledge and solutions,
ask your client representative to arrange
for a customized briefing at the Banking
Experience Center in the IBM Industry
Solution Lab. For more information,
analysis and perspectives on the most
relevant banking industry issues, go to:

ibm.com/banking
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